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ABSTRACT
Sustainability policy evaluation and assessment seeks to answer the key question, sustain-
ability of what and whom? Consequently, sustainability issues are multidimensional in nature 
and feature a high degree of  conflict, uncertainty and complexity. Social multi-criteria 
evaluation (SMCE) has been explicitly designed for public policies; it builds on formal mod-
elling techniques whose main achievement is the fact that the use of  different evaluation 
criteria translates directly into plurality of  values and dimensions underpinning a policy 
process. SMCE aims at being inter/multi-disciplinary (with respect to the technical team), 
participatory (with respect to the community) and transparent. SMCE can help deal with 
three different types of  sustainability-related policy issues: 1) epistemological uncertainty 
(human representation of  a given policy problem necessarily reflects perceptions, values 
and interests of  those structuring the problem); 2) complexity (the existence of  different 
levels and scales at which a hierarchical system can be analyzed implies the unavoidable 
existence of  non-equivalent descriptions of  it both in space and time); and 3) mathemati-
cal manipulation rules of  relevant information (compensability versus non-compensability, 
preference modelling of  intensities of  preference, mixed information on criterion scores, 
weights as trade-offs versus weights as importance coefficients, choice of  a proper ranking 
algorithm). This paper focuses on the these three issues and provides an overview of  the 
SMCE approaches to them.
Keywords: Complexity theory; social multi-criteria evaluation; history of  economic thought: 
social choice; SOCRATES software.
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1. Complexity, inCommensurability and sustainability poliCies

“… there is such a long tradition in parts of  economics and political 
philosophy of  treating one allegedly homogeneous feature (such as income 
or utility) as the sole ‘good thing’ that could be effortlessly maximized (the 
more the merrier), that there is some nervousness in facing a problem of  
valuation involving heterogeneous objects,…  And yet any serious prob-
lem of  social judgement can hardly escape accommodating pluralities of  
values,… We cannot reduce all the things we have reason to value into 
one homogeneous magnitude.” (Sen, 2009, p. 239)

Since its origins, the concept of  sustainable development is often considered a policy 
framework for win-win strategies (e.g. Barbier, 1987), allowing the full achievement of  a 
plurality of  goals in a variety of  domains; but is this possible? A legitimate question is: sus-
tainable development of  what and whom? (Allen et al., 2002). Norgaard (1994, p.11) writes: 
“consumers want consumption sustained, workers want jobs sustained. Capitalists and socialists have their 
“isms”, while aristocrats and technocrats have their “cracies”.

Complexity arises when something is difficult to understand and impossible to analyse 
by using simple frameworks. However, when dealing with sustainability policy problems, 
there is a natural temptation to try to reduce them to simpler, more manageable elements. 
Although many definitions of  complexity exist, a key common characteristic of  complex 
systems is that the information space required to represent relevant aspects of  a complex sys-
tem cannot be compressed without losing relevant information (Gell-Mann, 1994; Prigogine 
and Stengers, 1981; Rosen, 1985, 1991; Simon, 1962).  

To make things more difficult, systems involving humans are reflexively complex. Reflexive 
systems display two peculiar characteristics: “awareness” and “purpose”, both requiring an ad-
ditional “jump” in describing complexity. The presence of  self-consciousness and purpose 
(reflexivity) means that these systems can continuously add new relevant qualities/attributes 
to be considered when explaining, describing or forecasting their behaviour (i.e. human 
systems are learning systems); this implies that complex adaptive systems become something 
else over time (Funtowicz et al., 1999).  

Moreover, the existence of  different levels and scales on which a hierarchical system can 
be analysed implies the unavoidable existence of  non-equivalent descriptions of  it. Even a 
simple “objective” description of  a geographical orientation is impossible without taking 
an arbitrary subjective decision on the relevant system scale. In fact, the same geographical 
place, for example in Europe, may be considered to be in the north, south, east or west ac-
cording to the scale chosen as a reference point (the whole Europe, a single State, a region, 
a specific place, etc.). Therefore, the problem of  multiple identities in complex systems can-
not be interpreted solely in terms of  epistemological plurality (non-equivalent observers), but 
also necessarily in terms of  ontological characteristics of  the observed system (non-equivalent 
observations) (Giampietro et al., 2006, 2012; Giampietro and Mayumi, 2000, 2018). There 
is an unavoidable political dimension in any scientific description in as much as some deci-
sion is required regarding how to frame a policy problem. Therefore, to reach a ranking of  
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policy options, there is a prior need to decide what is important for different social actors as 
well as what is relevant for the representation of  the real-world entity described in the model.

No mathematical model, even if  legitimate in its own terms, can be sufficient for a com-
plete analysis of  the reflexive properties of  a real-world problem. These reflexive properties 
include the human dimensions of  e.g. the ecological change and the transformations of  human 
perceptions along the way. The learning process that takes place while analyzing the issue 
and defining policies will itself  influence perceptions and alter significantly the decisional 
space in which alternative strategies are chosen. At the other end, institutional and cultural 
representations of  the same system, while also legitimate, are on their own insufficient to 
define what should be done in any particular case.  

In general, these concerns were not considered very relevant by scientific research as 
long as time was considered an infinite resource. On the other hand, the new nature of  
the problems faced in this third millennium implies that, when dealing with problems that 
may have long term consequences, we are confronting issues “where facts are uncertain, values 
in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent” (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1991).

Scientists cannot therefore provide any useful input without interacting with the rest of  
society while the rest of  the society cannot make any sound decision without interacting with 
scientists.  That is, the question of  “how to improve the quality of  a policy process” must 
be put, rather quickly, on the agenda of  “scientists”, “policy-makers” and indeed of  society 
as a whole. This extension of  the “peer community” is essential for maintaining the quality 
of  the process of  decision-making when dealing with reflexive complex systems. In relation 
to this objective Funtowicz and Ravetz have developed a new epistemological framework 
called “Post-Normal Science”, with which it is possible to deal better with two crucial aspects 
of  science in the policy domain: uncertainty and value conflict. The term “post-normal” signals 
a divergence from the puzzle-solving exercises of  normal science, in the Kuhnian sense. 

In operational terms, one should admit that there is no optimal solution to the manage-
ment of  complex systems. If  we want to avoid reductionism, it will be necessary to take 
incommensurable dimensions into account and to use different scientific languages describing 
disparate but legitimate representations of  the same system. Accepting the complexity of  
natural and social systems is the first step in understanding how policy problems should be 
structured. A second step is to choose appropriate management and policy tools: those that 
address rather than ignore complexity. 

Multi-criteria decision analysis is becoming more and more popular both in the private 
and public sectors (see e.g. Figueira et al., 2016). Arrow and Raynaud (1986) considered 
the so-called “industrial outranking problem”, where a typical business-person is the reference 
decision-maker, who wishes “to make safer the equilibrium of  the productions of  the firm” (Arrow 
and Raynaud, 1986, p. 9). Typical business criteria may be market standing, innovation level, 
productivity, profitability, physical and financial resources, etc. In empirical evaluations of  
public projects and public provided goods, multi-criteria decision analysis seems to be an 
adequate policy tool as well, since it allows taking into account a wide variety of  evaluation 
criteria (e.g. environmental impact, employment, distributional equity, and so on) which can 
measure the effects on the social welfare.

Social multi-criteria evaluation (SMCE) techniques have the potential to take into account 
conflictual, multidimensional and uncertain properties of  policy decisions (Munda, 2004, 
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2008). SMCE can therefore provide insights into the nature of  conflicts and complexity and 
facilitate the process of  reaching political compromises by explaining divergent values and 
increasing the transparency of  the decision process. 

SMCE proceeds on the basis of  following main concepts: dimensions, objectives, criteria, 
weights, criterion scores, impact matrix and compromise solution. Dimension is the highest 
hierarchical level of  analysis and indicates the scope of  objectives, criteria and criterion 
scores. The general categories of  economic, social and environmental impacts are dimen-
sions. Objectives indicate the direction of  change desired, e.g. growth has to be maximised, 
social exclusion has to be minimised, carbon dioxide emissions have to be reduced. A 
criterion is a function that associates each alternative action with a variable indicating its 
performance from a specific point of  view. Weights are often used to represent the relative 
importance attached to dimensions, objectives and criteria. The idea behind this practice is 
very intuitive and easy, that is, to place the greatest number in the position corresponding 
to the most important factor.

In operational terms, the application of  a SMCE framework involves the following seven 
main steps (Munda, 2008):

i. Description of  the relevant social actors. For example, institutional analysis may be 
performed on historical, legislative and administrative documents to provide a map 
of  the relevant social actors.

ii. Definition of  social actors’ values, desires and preferences by using focus groups 
or other participatory techniques such as anonymous questionnaires and personal 
interviews.

iii. Generation of  policy options and selection of  evaluation criteria is a process of  co-
creation resulting from a dialogue between analysts and social actors.

iv. Construction of  the multi- criteria impact matrix synthesising the scores of  all criteria 
for all alternatives, i.e. the performance of  each alternative according to each criterion.

v. Construction of  a social impact matrix (i.e. a matrix showing the impacts of  the 
alternatives on the various social actors).

vi. Application of  a mathematical procedure to aggregate criterion scores and obtain 
a final ranking of  the available alternatives. The importance of  mathematical ap-
proaches is their ability to allow a consistent aggregation of  the diverse information.

vii. Sensitivity analyses help elucidating conflicts among alternatives and objectives and 
testing the robustness of  the model. Expressing results in terms of  sensitivities, both 
to uncertainties in the model as well as divergent values, reveals model biases as rank 
orders of  alternatives potentially change (Saltelli et al., 2004, 2013).

These seven steps are not rigid. On the contrary, flexibility and adaptability to actual 
situations are among the main advantages of  SMCE. As a tool for policy evaluation and 
conflict management, SMCE has demonstrated its applicability to problems in various 
geographical and cultural contexts. A recent and exhaustive overview of  world-wide SMCE 
applications can be found in Etxano and Villalba-Eguiluz (2021).

In my experience, the empirical argument that SMCE deals with complex issues in an 
effective way is accepted in policy contexts, but often it is not a sufficient one for scholars. 
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Therefore, more formal arguments have to be developed; in this context analytical philosophy 
is very useful. The starting point is the relationship between comparability and commen-
surability (Chang, 1997; O’Neill, 1993). From a philosophical perspective, it is possible to 
distinguish between the concepts of  a) strong comparability (there exists a single comparative 
term by which all different actions can be ranked), implying strong commensurability (a common 
measure of  the various consequences of  an action based on an interval or ratio scale of  
measurement, such as money or energy), or weak commensurability (a common measure based 
on an ordinal scale of  measurement, such as consumer’s utility); and b) weak comparability, 
which implies incommensurability (Martinez-Alier et al., 1998). Incommensurability can be 
further distinguished into technical and social ones (Munda 2004). Technical incommensurability 
refers to the impossibility of  compressing different dimensions into a single metric consist-
ent will all the original dimensions and social incommensurability refers to the existence of  an 
irreducible value conflict among social actors, when deciding what common comparative 
term should be used to rank alternative options.

Two other useful concepts are set and rod commensurability (Munda, 2016). Commensurability, 
a necessary condition for strong comparability, can be implemented in two different ways:

1. By looking for a more general category (set) that can contain all the characteristics 
of  the objects we wish to compare; these characteristics are described by using 
adjectives. This can be defined as “set commensurability” (e.g. apples and oranges 
are legitimately lumped together as fruit, along with grapes, bananas, etc.). 

2. By finding one property common to all objects to be compared and measurable 
by using one measurement unit, obviously comparison of  objects is possible ac-
cording to the characteristics of  this property only. This can be defined as “rod 
commensurability”.

Of  course, when possible, set commensurability is the most attractive one since appar-
ently no information is lost in the comparison process, while rod commensurability always 
requires a kind of  reductionism. Here the question is: when set commensurability is possible and 
correct? Geach’s (1956) distinction between attributive and predicative adjectives can help us in 
answering this question. In Geach’s own words: “There are familiar examples of  what I call at-
tributive adjectives. Big and small are attributive; x is a big flea does not split up into x is a flea and x is 
big, nor x is a small elephant into x is an elephant and x is small; for if  these analyses were legitimate, 
a simple argument would show that a big flea is a big animal and a small elephant is a small animal. 
Again, the sort of  adjective that the mediaevals called alienans is attributive; x is a forged banknote does 
not split up into x is a banknote and x is forged, nor x is the putative father of  y into x is the father of  y 
and x is putative. On the other hand, in the phrase a red book, red is a predicative adjective in my sense, 
although not grammatically so, for is a red book logically splits up into is a book and is red. I can now 
state my first thesis about good and evil: good and bad are always attributive, not predicative, adjectives” 
(Geach, 1956, p. 32).

Although Geach’s arguments were developed in the context of  moral philosophy, they 
have an extraordinary explicative power for evaluation problems too. In fact, evaluation is 
all about an option a being declared better, worse or equal than another option b. However, 
although Geach saw the clear difference between predicative and attributive adjectives, he 
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only gave examples of  them but no general definition was provided, the new concepts of  
absolute and relative predicative adjectives were then recently introduced (Munda, 2016). 
An adjective is absolute predicative if  its meaning does not change in relation to the subsets 
considered. It is an intrinsic characteristic of  the object considered. The characteristic of  
being a red-headed person does not change if  we consider subsets such as police officers, 
politicians, scientists or basketball players. In terms of  measurement theory, an absolute 
predicative adjective is always measured on a nominal scale i.e. individual characteristics 
are grouped into a set of  equivalence classes.

An adjective is relative predicative if  it does not hold its meaning once one switches to a 
larger or different set of  objects. It describes a characteristic that is dependent on the rela-
tive comparisons among the objects considered.  In terms of  measurement theory, a relative 
predicative adjective is always measured on an ordinal scale. An adjective is attributive if  it 
does not have any meaning when referred to a different set or problem framework. A good 
person can be a bad basketball player and a good economist can be a bad person. 

At this stage, the following conclusion can be derived: when considering adjectives, set 
commensurability is correct only if  the adjectives considered are absolute predicative ones. 
An adjective Z is absolute predicative if  it passes the ontological check of  the two following 
logical tests: test (1) implies statements such as “if  x1 is red and it is a car then x1 is a red car” 
and test (2) “if  x1 is a red car and all cars are a mean of  transport then x1 is a red mean of  transport”. 
Adjectives that fail such tests are relative predicative or attributive adjectives, which always 
imply weak comparability based on incommensurability. For example, the adjective “good” 
clearly fails (2), statements such as “x1 is a good car, all cars are a mean of  transport, and therefore 
x1 is a good mean of  transport” or “x1 is a good scientist, all scientists are human beings, and therefore 
x1 is a good human being” are invalid arguments on the light of  a real-world corroboration.

In summary, the point is that different metrics are also linked to different social objec-
tives and values; in this context, the statement “x is better than y” implies an answer to two 
questions: 1) according to what? 2) According to whom? To use only one measurement unit for 
incorporating a plurality of  dimensions, objectives and values, implies reductionism neces-
sarily. If  evaluative adjectives like “good” and “valuable” are attributive in standard uses, 
this does not however preclude the possibility of  rational choices between objects, which do 
not fall into the range of  a single comparative. Weak comparability based on incommensurability 
is compatible with the existence of  such limited ranges; for example, regional sustainability 
is not evaluated as good or bad as such, but rather in relation to different descriptions or 
indicators. It can be at one and the same time a “good income per capita” and a “bad social 
inclusion”, a “beautiful landscape” and a “heavy pollution”. The use of  these value terms in such 
contexts is attributive clearly. 

In summary, we can conclude that incommensurability does not imply incomparability; 
on the contrary, it is in terms of  weak comparability that evaluation has to take place in 
practice. This is exactly the basic idea of  social multi-criteria evaluation. 
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2. taCkling the disCrete multi-Criterion problem in a smCe Framework

“Non zeli ad zelum, nec meriti ad meritum, sed solum numeri ad 
numerum fiat collatio” (Gregorius X (1210-1276, Papa, 1271), VI Decre-
talium, lib. I, tit. VI, cap. 9)

Results of  a real-world policy exercise depend strongly on the way a given problem is 
structured during the evaluation process obviously, but mathematical models play a very 
important role: the one of  guaranteeing consistency between assumptions used and results 
obtained. This implies to take into account the technical uncertainties properly, such as:

i. Compensability versus non-compensability.
ii. A relevant preference modelling of  intensities of  preference.

iii. Mixed information on criterion scores (i.e. various measurement scales and related uncertainty).
iv. Weights as trade-offs versus weights as importance coefficients.
v. A proper ranking algorithm.

Here, I will make an overview of  the main solutions proposed inside the SMCE frame-
work to deal with these issues and that have been implemented in a software tool called 
SOCRATES (SOcial multi-CRiteria AssessmenT of  European policieS) (all methodologi-
cal and mathematical details behind the SOCRATES software can be found in Azzini and 
Munda, 2020; Munda, 2004, 2009, 2012, 2022)1. 

The discrete multi-criterion problem can be described in the following way: A is a finite set 
of  N feasible options (or alternatives); M is the number of  different points of  view or evalu-
ation criteria gm  m=1, 2, ... , M considered relevant in a policy problem, where the option 
a  is evaluated to be better than option b (both belonging to the set A) according to the m-th 
point of  view if  gm(a)>gm(b). In synthesis, the information contained in the impact matrix 
useful for solving the so-called multi-criterion problem is:

i. Intensity of  preference (when quantitative criterion scores are present).
ii. Number of  criteria in favour of  a given alternative.

iii. Weight attached to each single criterion.
iv. Relationship of  each single alternative with all the other alternatives.

Combinations of  this information generate different aggregation conventions, i.e. 
manipulation rules of  the available information to arrive at a preference structure. The ag-
gregation of  several criteria implies taking a position on the fundamental issue of  compen-
sability. Compensability refers to the existence of  trade-offs, i.e. the possibility of  offsetting a 
disadvantage on some criteria by a sufficiently large advantage on another criterion, whereas 
smaller advantages would not do the same. Thus, a preference relation is non-compensatory 
if  no trade-off  occurs and is compensatory otherwise. The use of  weights with intensity 

1 See also https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/modelling/topic/social-multi-criteria-evaluation-policy-
options_en/socrates_en 
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of  preference originates compensatory multi-criteria methods and gives the meaning of  
trade-offs to the weights. On the contrary, the use of  weights with ordinal criterion scores 
originates non-compensatory aggregation procedures and gives the weights the meaning of  
importance coefficients (Bouyssou, 1986; Bouyssou and Vansnick, 1986; Keeney and Raiffa, 
1976; Podinovskii, 1994; Roberts, 1979; Vansnick, 1986). 

The concept of  importance I am using along this paper can be classified as symmetrical 
importance, that is “if  we have two non-equal numbers to construct a vector in R2, then it is 
preferable to place the greatest number in the position corresponding to the most important 
criterion” (Podinovskii, 1994, p. 241). 

A common practice is the pragmatic solution of  no criterion weighting. However, the 
fact that all criteria have the same weight does not guarantee at all that dimensions have the 
same weight. This would be guaranteed only under the condition that all the dimensions 
have the same number of  criteria; this of  course is quite unnatural and artificial, and even 
dangerous. On the contrary, different criterion weights can guarantee that all the dimensions 
are considered equal. A reasonable practice can be to start by giving the same weight to 
each dimension and then splitting each weight among the criteria of  any dimension propor-
tionally. Figures 1 and 2, obtained by means of  the SOCRATES software, represent these 
situations in a graphical way. As one can see in this case the relation dimensions/criteria is 
a very peculiar one. In fact, most of  criteria belong to the economic dimension, while other 
dimensions are much less populated. This implies that the starting weighting assumption 
can be only equal dimension weights because otherwise (under the equal criterion weighting 
assumption) the economic dimension would dominate since its weights would be higher than 
50% of  all dimensions considered (in technical terms it would become a dictator). 

Figure 1: Equal criterion weighting (economic dimension receives 61.54%)
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Figure 2: Equal dimension weighting (economic dimension receives 33.33%)

Of  course, one could assume that some dimensions are more important than other 
ones, and thus their weight should be higher, but this should be justified. Finally, one should 
note that weights can be used in the way described here, only if  they have the meaning of  
importance, which depends on the fact that they are combined with non-compensatory aggrega-
tion mathematical rules. 

2.1. Pair-wise comparison of alternatives 

The famous bald paradox in Greek philosophy (how many hairs one has to cut off  to 
transform a person with hairs to a bald one?), later on Poincaré (1935, p. 69) and finally 
Luce (1956) made the point that the transitivity of  indifference relation is incompatible with 
the existence of  a sensibility threshold below which an agent either does not sense the dif-
ference between two elements, or refuses to declare a preference for one or the other. Luce 
was the first one to discuss this issue formally in the framework of  preference modelling. 
Mathematical characterisations of  preference modelling with thresholds can be found in 
Roubens and Vincke (1985).

By introducing a positive constant indifference threshold q the resulting preference 
model is the threshold model:
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where aj and ak belong to the set A of  alternatives and gm to the set G of  evaluation criteria.
Real life experiments show that often there is an intermediary zone inside which an agent 

hesitates between indifference and preference. This observation led to the so-called double 
threshold model where variable indifference and preference thresholds are introduced, that is:
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For any m = 1, 2, … , M, being p a positive preference threshold. Relation Q has been 
called “weak preference” by Roy (1985, 1996). It translates the decision-maker’s hesitation 
between indifference and preference and not “less strong” preference as its name might 
lead to believe. A criterion with both preference and indifference thresholds is called a 
pseudo-criterion. A pseudo-order structure is a double threshold model upon which the follow-
ing consistency condition is imposed:
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A problem is that the modelling procedure based on the notion of  a pseudo-criterion 
may present a serious lack of  stability. Such undesirable discontinuities make a sensitivity 
analysis (or robustness analysis) necessary; however, this important analysis step is very 
complex to manage because of  the combinatorial nature of  the various sets of  data. One 
should combine variations of  2 thresholds (indifference and preference) and k possible scores 
of  the M criteria. A solution to this problem may come from the concept of  valued preference 
relations, that is a preference relation where there is a need to assign to each ordered pair of  
alternatives (aj, ak) a value v(aj,ak) representing the “strength” or the “degree of  preference” 
(Fishburn, 1970, 1973a; Ozturk et al., 2005; Roubens and Vincke, 1985).

In this framework, an interesting concept is the one of  a fuzzy preference relation (Kacprzyk 
and Roubens, 1988). If  A is assumed to be a finite set of  N alternatives, a fuzzy preference 
relation is an element of  the N × N matrix R = (rjk), i.e.

rjk = mR(aj, ak), with j, k = 1, 2, …, N                 and         0rjk1. (4)

rjk = 1 indicates the maximum credibility degree of  preference of  aj over ak; each value 
of  rjk in the open interval (0.5, 1) indicates a definite preference of  aj to ak (a higher value 
means a stronger credibility); rjk = 0.5 indicates the indifference between aj and ak. This 
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definition implies that fuzzy preference relations can be used as mathematical models of  
intensity of  preference.

Usually, fuzzy preference relations are assumed to satisfy two properties:

(a) reciprocity, i.e. rjk + rkj = 1;
(b) max-min transitivity, i.e. if  ai is preferred to aj and aj is preferred to ak, then ai 

should be preferred to ak with at least the same credibility degree, that is

rij ≥ 0.5,   rjk ≥ 0.5    rik ≥ min (rij, rjk). (5)

By using a fuzzy preference modelling since small variations of  input data (scores and 
thresholds) modify in a continuous way; the consequential preference model can allow one 
to avoid the drawbacks of  the pseudo-criterion model. 

Let’s now consider any criterion gm belonging to the set G and any pair of  alternatives 
aj and ak belonging to the set A. The criterion scores gm(aj) and gm(ak) are measured on an 
interval or ratio scale. Let pm be a constant preference threshold and qm a constant indif-
ference threshold for the criterion gm. Then the credibility degree m of  preference (P) and 
indifference (I) relations between aj and ak can be computed as follows:
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where μ(ajIak)      gm(aj)  and  gm(ak)           and

μ(ajPak)       if    gm(aj) – gm(ak) > 0 (7)

μ(akPaj)
       if    gm(aj) – gm(ak) < 0. (8)

It has to be admitted that the shape of  the function representing the credibility degrees 
of  the preference and indifference relations is arbitrary. However, some consistency require-
ment such as that the functions are continuous and monotonic and that pm > qm exist, thus 
reducing considerably the degree of  arbitrariness. 

2.2. The case of mixed information on criterion scores

Ideally the information available for a policy problem should be precise, certain, exhaustive 
and unequivocal. But in real-world problem, it is often necessary to use information which 
does not have these characteristics and thus to deal with uncertainty of  a stochastic and/or 
fuzzy nature present in the data. Let’s then introduce a more realistic assumption, i.e. that 
the set of  evaluation criteria G = {gm}, m = 1, 2,..., M, on the set A = {an}, n = 1, 2,..., N of  
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potential alternatives may include either crisp (that is impacts measured on interval or ratio 
scales), stochastic and fuzzy criterion scores. A very useful concept for quantifying vague-
ness on criterion scores is the one of  a fuzzy number. A fuzzy number is simply a fuzzy set in 
the real line and is completely defined by its membership function such as μx: R  [0, 1]. 
For computational purposes, in general this definition is restricted to those fuzzy numbers 
which are both normal and convex.

Normality: supμ(x) = 1   with  x  R.
Convexity: μx1 + (1 – )x2  minμ(x1), μ(x2)   with  x  R  and    {0, 1].

The requirement of  convexity implies that the points of  the real line with the highest 
membership values are clustered around a given interval (or point). This fact allows one to 
easily understand the semantics of  a fuzzy number by looking at its distribution. 

A general type of  fuzzy number is the so-called L-R fuzzy number; it is defined as follows:
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where m, a, d, are the “middle” value, the left-hand and the right-hand variation, respec-
tively. FL(x) is a monotonically increasing membership function and FR(x), not necessarily 
symmetric to FL(x), is a monotonically decreasing function. 

The treatment of  mixed information on criterion scores proposed here is mainly based 
on the semantic distance originally developed in Munda (1995) and furtherly formalised in 
Munda (2012). This semantic distance allows dealing consistently with an impact matrix which 
may include crisp, stochastic or fuzzy measurements of  the performance of  an alternative 
with respect to an evaluation criterion. Therefore, the multi-criterion problem is consid-
ered in its more general form. The only restriction is that in the case of  fuzzy information, 
continuous, convex membership functions allowing also a definite integration are required.

Let’s start with the case of  fuzzy criterion scores:
if  m1(x) and m2(x) are two fuzzy numbers, one can write (see Ragade and Gupta, 1977, for 
a formal proof):

f(x) = k1m1(x)   and   g(y) = k2m2(x), (10)

where f(x) and g(y) are two functions obtained by rescaling the ordinates of  m1(x) and m2(x) 
through k1 and k2, such as
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The distance between all points of  the membership functions is computed as follows:
If  f(x) is defined on X = [xL, xU] and g(y) is defined on Y = [yL, yU], where sets X and Y 

can be non-bounded from one or either sides, then 

( ( ), ( )) | | ( ) ( )S f x g y x y f x g y dydx
,

d
x y

= -##  (12)

If  the intersection between the 2 membership functions is empty, it is x > y x  X 
and y  Y,  it follows that a continuous function in 2 variables is defined over a rectangle. 
Therefore, the double integral can be calculated as iterated single integrals; the result is 

Sd(f(x), g(y)) = |E(x) – E(y)|, (13)

where E(x) and E(y) are the expected values of  the 2 membership functions. 
When the intersection between 2 fuzzy sets is not empty, their distance is greater than 

the difference between the respective expected values since |x – y| is always greater than 
(x – y). In this case one finds
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This is the case of  a double integral over a general region; since this is not vertically 
simple or horizontally simple, it is not possible its computation by means of  iterated integra-
tion, but it is necessary to take the limit of  the Riemann sum. This problem can be easily 
overcome by means of  numerical analysis.

From a theoretical point of  view, the following main conclusions can be drawn:

(a) the absolute value metric is a particular case of  the semantic distance;
(b) the comparison between a fuzzy number and a crisp number is equal to the dif-

ference between the expected value of  the fuzzy number and the value of  the 
crisp number considered;

(c) stochastic information can be taken into account too.

In sum, this semantic distance allows one to deal with fuzzy numbers, probability distribu-
tions and crisp numbers with the theoretical guarantee that all these sources of  information 
are tackled equivalently, thus solving an open problem for multi-criterion methods dealing 
with mixed information. Of  course, this search for an equivalent treatment of  available 
information implies a trade-off  with precision. For example, if  stochastic information only 
is available, a stochastic dominance approach is more effective (see e.g. Markowitz, 1989, 
Martel and Zaras, 1995), or if  fuzzy numbers only have to be compared, Matarazzo and 
Munda (2001) present a more sophisticated approach based on area comparison. However, 
in the case of  mixed information in a multi-criterion framework, the semantic distance il-
lustrated here is probably the best available compromise solution between generality and 
precision. Moreover, the use of  this semantic distance allows a homogeneous preference 
modelling on all the criteria, impossible otherwise. Going back to the pair-wise compari-
son of  alternatives, let’s assume f(x) = gm(aj) and g(y) = gm(ak), where gm is any criterion  
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belonging to the set G and aj and ak any pair of  alternatives belonging to the set A. The 
criterion scores gm(aj) and gm(ak ) are fuzzy or stochastic in nature. Let pm be a preference 
threshold and qm an indifference threshold for the criterion gm. Then it is:
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where μ(ajIak)     x, y and
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One should note that the comparison between the criterion scores of  each pair of  ac-
tions is carried out by means of  the semantic distance. Since the absolute value metric is 
a particular case of  this distance, fuzzy, stochastic and crisp criterion scores are dealt with 
equivalently. 

2.3. Introducing weights as importance coefficients

At this point, a very sensitive step has still to be tackled i.e. the exploitation of  the 
inter-criteria information in the form of  weights.  Let’s then assume the existence of  a set 
of  criterion weights W = {wm}, m = 1, 2,..., M, with W 1mm

M
1 ==

/  wm = 1 derived as importance 
coefficients. The problem here is the theoretical guarantee that weights are really treated 
as importance coefficients and not as trade-offs. The point is that no connection must be 
done between criterion weights and the corresponding criterion intensity of  preference. 
Our objectives are then:

(a) to find a way to combine weights with credibility degrees without a direct inter-
pretation of  the latter as intensity of  preference;

(b) to divide each criterion weight in 2 parts proportionally to the credibility degrees 
of  the indifference and preference fuzzy relations. In doing so, the requirement
that W 1mm

M
1 ==

/  wm = 1 should not be lost.
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Let’s define mp as the fuzzy preference relation between a pair of  alternatives and mI 
as the fuzzy indifference relation between the same pair of  alternatives. Let’s put 

mmin = min(mp, mI) and mmax = max(mp, mI). Clearly, it is mp = mmin on the left of  the intersection 
point between the indifference and the preference fuzzy relations and vice-versa on the right. 
A criterion weight wm is divided proportionally to mp and mI, according to equation (18):
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Equation (18) presents the following properties:

Wm1 + Wm2 = Wm (19)

if  μmin = 0  Wm2 = Wm (20)

if  μmin = μmax = 0   Wm = 0 (21)

if  μmin = μmax   Wm1 = Wm2 = 
2
1  Wm (22)

As a consequence, equation (18) fits our objective that the addition of  all weights should 
be kept equal to one perfectly. Moreover, in equation (18) no direct use of  the concept of  
intensity of  preference is done; as a result, we can be sure that criterion weights are used 
consistently with their nature of  importance coefficients. Finally, if  a criterion score is ordinal 
in nature, it can be considered a particular case where μmin = 0. Again, the treatment of  crisp, 
fuzzy, stochastic and ordinal criterion scores is perfectly equivalent. Moreover, when indifference and 
preference thresholds are not used, the corresponding criteria can be dealt with as ordinal 
criteria, where 
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Now a N × N matrix E can be built, where any generic element ejk, with j  k, is the result 
of  the pair-wise comparison, according to all the M criteria, between alternatives j and k. 
Such a global pair-wise comparison is obtained by means of  equation (24):

( ) ( )e w P w I
2
1

jk m jk m jkm
M

1= += b l/  (24)
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where wm(Pjk) and wm(Ijk) are derived from μp and μI through equation (18). It is 

ejk + ekj = 1. (25)

Property (25) is very important since it allows us to consider matrix E as a voting matrix 
i.e., a matrix where instead of  using criteria, alternatives are compared by means of  voters’ 
preferences (with the principle one agent, one vote). This analogy between the multi-criterion 
problem and the social choice one, as noted by Arrow and Raynaud (1986), is very useful 
for tackling the step of  ranking the N alternatives in a consistent axiomatic framework. 

2.4. Ranking algorithm

Vansnick (1990) showed that the two main approaches in multi-criteria decision analysis 
i.e., the compensatory and non-compensatory ones can be directly derived from the seminal 
work of  Borda (1784) and Condorcet (1785). Indeed, looking at social choice literature, 
one can realize that various ranking procedures used in multi-criterion methods have their 
origins in social choice. Just to give a few examples, the weakness-strength approach, typi-
cal of  outranking methods (Roy, 1985, 1996), has a clear derivation from two Condorcet 
consistent rules, i.e. the Copeland (1951) and Simpson (1969) rules; Arrow-Raynaud propose 
a sequential procedure (building on Köhler, 1978) which is also based on some principles 
of  the Condorcet rule; the so-called frequency matrix approach (Hinloopen et al., 1983; 
Matarazzo, 1988) comes directly from Borda algorithm, or the permutation method (Pa-
elinck, 1978), has a strict connection with an original Condorcet approach developed to 
tackle cycles, and so on. 

Given that there is a consensus in the literature that the Condorcet’ theory of  voting 
is non-compensatory (Vansnick, 1986) and useful for generating a ranking of  the available 
alternatives while Borda’s one is more useful for isolating one alternative, considered the 
best (Moulin, 1988; Truchon, 1995; Young, 1988, 1995), here clearly it is advisable to follow 
the Condorcet tradition2 (since in a SMCE framework non-compensability and a complete 
ranking of  alternatives are considered desirable properties (Munda, 2004)). 

A basic problem inherent in the Condorcet’s approach is the presence of  cycles, i.e. cases 
where aPb, bPc and cPa may be found. This problem has been studied by various scientists 
(e.g., Fishburn, 1973; Kemeny, 1959; Moulin, 1985; Truchon, 1995; Young and Levenglick, 
1978, Vidu, 2002; Weber, 2002). Now the question is: Is it possible to tackle the cycle issue in 
a general way? The answer to this question is yes, and it is generally known in social choice 
as the Kemeny method. However, in reality other scientists, including Condorcet himself, 
have contributed to the development of  this ranking method. The historical reconstruction 
of  this method and a deeper methodological analysis can be found in Munda (2008, Chap-
ter 6). Here, I just synthesise some main points.  

2  Arrow and Raynaud (1986) also arrive at the conclusion that a Condorcet aggregation algorithm has in gen-
eral to be preferred in a multi-criterion framework. They show that whenever the majority rule can be operationalized, 
it should be applied. However, the majority rule often produces undesirable intransitivities, thus “more limited ambitions 
are compulsory. The next highest ambition for an aggregation algorithm is to be Condorcet” (Arrow and Raynaud, 1986, p. 77).
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Condorcet himself  was aware of  the problem of  cycles in his approach; he built exam-
ples to explain it and he was even close to find a consistent rule able to rank any number 
of  alternatives when cycles are present. Attempts of  clarifying, fully understanding and axi-
omatizing Condorcet’s approach for solving cycles have been mainly done by Kemeny (1959) 
who made the first intelligible description of  the Condorcet approach, and by Young and 
Levenglick (1978) who made its clearest exposition and complete axiomatization. For this 
reason, I call this approach the Condorcet-Kemeny-Young-Levenglick ranking procedure, 
or the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure. Its main methodological foundation is the maximum 
likelihood concept. The maximum likelihood principle selects as a final ranking the one 
with the maximum pair-wise support. This selected ranking is also the one which involves 
the minimum number of  pair-wise inversions. The selected ranking is also a median ranking 
for those composing the profile (in multi-criteria terminology it is the “compromise ranking” 
among the various conflicting points of  view), for this reason the corresponding ranking 
procedure is often known as the Kemeny median order. 

A problem of  the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure is that it does not respect the axiom of  
independence of  irrelevant alternatives (Arrow, 1963). However, two considerations have 
to be made on this subject.

1. A Condorcet consistent rule always presents smaller probabilities of  the occurrence 
of  a rank reversal in comparison with any Borda consistent rule (Moulin, 1988; 
Young, 1995). This is a strong argument in favor of  a Condorcet consistent rule.

2. Young (1988, p. 1241) claims that the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure is the “only 
plausible ranking procedure that is locally stable”. Where local stability means that the 
ranking of  alternatives does not change if  only an interval of  the full ranking is 
considered. It is interesting to note that this property was also studied by Jacquet-
Lagrèze (1969), one of  the first researchers in multi-criteria analysis, who called 
it the median procedure. 

Other properties of  the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure are the following (Young and Le-
venglick, 1978).

i. Neutrality: it does not depend on the name of  any alternative, all alternatives are 
equally treated.

ii. Unanimity (sometimes called Pareto Optimality): if  all criteria prefer alternative a to 
alternative b than b should not be chosen.

iii. Monotonicity: if  alternative a is chosen in any pair-wise comparison and only the 
criterion scores of  a are improved, then a should be still the winning alternative. 
Monotonicity is an essential property in a SMCE framework since dominated 
alternatives are not advised to be deleted from the analysis.

iv. Reinforcement: if  the set A of  alternatives is ranked by 2 subsets G1 and G2 of  
the criteria set G, such that the ranking is the same for both G1 and G2, then 

GGG =∪ 21 should still supply the same ranking. This general consistency require-
ment is very important in a multi-criterion framework where to test robustness 
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of  results, one may wish to apply the criteria belonging to each single dimension 
first and then pool them in the general model.

It has to be noted that the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure is the only Condorcet consistent 
rule which holds the reinforcement property and as noted by Arrow and Raynaud, reinforce-
ment “… has definite ethical content and is therefore relevant to welfare economics and political science.” 
(Arrow and Raynaud, 1986, p. 96). Given that Arrow and Raynaud deal with the “industrial 
outranking problem” relevant for business people they do think that in this framework, reinforce-
ment is less important that independence of  irrelevant alternatives. On the contrary, in the 
framework of  public policy, dealt with here, reinforcement becomes a decisive argument in 
favour of  the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure

Although as one can see, the theoretical characterization of  the C-K-Y-L ranking 
procedure is not that easy, the algorithm per se indeed is very simple. The maximum likeli-
hood ranking of  alternatives, in a multi-criterion framework, is the ranking supported by 
the maximum number of  criteria for each pair-wise comparison, summed over all pairs of  
alternatives. More formally, the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure can be adapted to a multi-
criterion framework as follows. 

All the N(N–1) pair-wise comparisons compose the matrix E, where let’s remember 
that ejk + ekj = 1, with j  k. Let’s call R the set of  all the N! possible complete rankings, of  
alternatives, R={rs}, s=1, 2,..., N!. For each rs, let’s compute the corresponding score fs as 
the sum of  all ejk over all the N

2] g pairs jk of  alternatives, such that aj is preferred to ak in 
the ranking rs. More formally, let us denote aj >s ak the fact that aj is preferred to ak in the 
ranking rs, then

es jk
s

k
N

j
N

11{ = ==
// , (26)
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The final ranking is rt, t  {1, 2,..., N!}, such that

ft = max fs, s = 1, 2,…, N! (27)

The computational problem is a clear drawback of  this approach. One should note that 
the number of  permutations can easily become unmanageable; for example, when 10 alter-
natives are present, it is 10! = 3,628,800. A numerical algorithm solving this computational 
drawback in an efficient way has been developed recently (Azzini and Munda, 2020). In 1000 
simulations, keeping constant the number of  criteria (G=100), the average computational 
time is about 1 second till 100 alternatives and it reaches a maximum of  350 seconds for 
500 alternatives (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Computational time needed by increasing the number of  alternatives

2.5. Introducing the minority principle: a borda approach 

At this point, we have to refer to the normative tradition in political philosophy, which has 
also an influence in modern social choice (Moulin, 1981) and public policy (Mueller, 1978). 
The basic idea is that any coalition controlling more than 50% of  votes may be converted 
in an actual dictator. As a consequence, the “remedy to the tyranny of  the majority is the minority 
principle, requiring that all coalitions, however small, should be given some fraction of  the decision power. 
One measure of  this power is the ability to veto certain subsets of  outcomes...” (Moulin, 1988, p. 272). 
The introduction of  a veto power in a multi-criterion framework can be further justified in 
the light of  the so-called “prudence” axiom (Arrow and Raynaud, 1986, p. 95), whose main 
idea is that it is not prudent to accept alternatives whose degree of  conflictuality is too 
high (and thus the decision taken might be very vulnerable).3 The point is then how can we 
implement this idea of  veto power in a multi-criterion framework?

Historically, the first attempt was done by Roy (1985, 1996) in the so-called ELECTRE 
methods. Basically, Roy proposed that for any pair of  alternatives one should look at the 
majority principle expressed as a concordance index and to the minority one in the form 
of  the discordance index. The discordance index is calculated according to the intensity of  

3  It has to be noted that to mitigate the vulnerability of  the C-K-Y-L ranking procedure is very important since 
this is one of  the main criticism against this method.
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preference any single criterion has against the concordance coalition. This means that on 
each single criterion a veto threshold needs to be defined. 

In my opinion, the implementation of  the veto power in a SMCE framework needs 
three desirable properties:

1. To be independent of  arbitrary ad hoc thresholds.
2. To consider the global opposition against the final ranking and not against a pair 

of  alternatives, or any specific possible ranking. 
3. No specific intensity of  preference should be considered (if  one combines a weight 

with a veto threshold on each single criterion, the resulting concept of  criterion 
importance depends on the intensity of  preference too, this means that probably 
weights cannot anymore considered as importance coefficients).

It is interesting to note that the approach fitting these requirements can again be found 
in classical social choice and in particular, this time in the Borda’s approach. The Borda rule 
is normally used to find a Borda winner, where the winner is the alternative which receives 
the highest score in favour (an alternative receives N-1 points if  ranks first and so on till 0 
score if  it ranks last on a given criterion). In the same way, a Borda loser can be defined as the 
alternative which receives the highest score against (where N-1 points are assigned to the last 
alternative in the ranking and so on till o points are given to the alternative which ranks first). 

Formally the procedure I am proposing can be described as follows by taking inspiration 
from the concept of  frequency matrices (Hinloopen et al., 1983, Matarazzo, 1988). Let’s 
call F the matrix where any element fij means that a given criterion gm scores alternative 
aj in the i-th ordinal position. Now it is possible to define the N × N  matrix F where any 
element fij represents the summation of  the weights of  criteria which score alternative j at 
the i-th position; that is

wij mm Gi{ = !
/  (28)

where Gi = {gm : gm (aj) = fij}  with  Gi  G (29)

I = 1, 2,…, N and j = 1, 2,…, N. 

It is obviously:

a A1ij ji
N

1 6 !{ ==
/            and (30)

, , ...,with j N1 1 2ijj
N

1 { = ==
/  (31)

Now for any alternative aj let’s apply the Borda rule in search of  the Borda looser, that is

( ) ( ), , , ..., , , ..., .B a b b N N with i N N1 2 0 1 1j ij i ii
N

1 #{= = - - = -=
/  (32)

The vetoed alternative aj is the Borda looser, i.e. the aj for which B(aj) = max.
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One should note that by means of  this procedure, weights are never combined with 
intensities of  preference and no ad hoc parameter is needed. Consistently with the Borda 
approach only one alternative, considered the one with the highest opposition, is selected 
as alternative to be vetoed. It has to be remembered that the Borda procedure respects all 
the properties of  the C-K-Y-L one, except local stability. This is the main reason why Borda 
consistent rules are more adequate for the selection of  one alternative only and not for the 
generation of  rankings.

Finally, a question to be answered is: do Borda and Condorcet rules normally lead to 
different solutions? One can in fact think that the divergence of  solutions is a very special 
case and thus the value added of  introducing the Borda looser is very limited. This question 
has been answered by Fishburn (1973b) and Moulin (1988), who proved that Condorcet 
consistent rules and Borda voting rules are deeply different in nature and consequently it is 
useful to combine them in a complementary way. 

3. ConClusion

“We live in a world of  contradiction and paradox, a fact of  which 
perhaps the most fundamental illustration is this: that the existence of  
a problem of  knowledge depends on the future being different from the 
past, while the possibility of  the solution of  the problem depends on the 
future being like the past.” (Knight, 1921, p. 313)

This article has illustrated how SMCE can help in dealing with three different types of  
sustainability related policy issues: 1) epistemological uncertainty 2) complexity 3) math-
ematical manipulation rules of  relevant information. In summary, we can conclude that:  

In sustainability policies evaluation and assessment, key questions to be answered are 
sustainability of  what and whom? Consequently, sustainability problems are multidimensional 
in nature and characterised by a high degree of  conflict, uncertainty and complexity.

Complexity arises when something is difficult to understand and impossible to analyse 
by using simple frameworks. 

To reach a ranking of  policy options, there is a prior need to decide what is important 
for different social actors as well as what is relevant for the representation of  the real-world 
entity described in the model.

In operational terms, social multi-criteria evaluation (SMCE) techniques have the potential 
to take into account conflictual, multidimensional and uncertain properties of  policy deci-
sions. SMCE can therefore provide insights into the nature of  conflicts and complexity and 
facilitate the process of  reaching political compromises by explaining divergent values and 
increasing the transparency of  the decision process.

From a theoretical perspective, we can conclude that commensurability, a necessary 
condition for strong comparability, can be implemented by means of  “set commensurabil-
ity” and “rod commensurability”; both of  them are not of  a general applicability. Different 
metrics are linked to different objectives and values. To use only one measurement unit for 
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incorporating a plurality of  objectives and values, implies reductionism necessarily, therefore 
weak comparability grounded on incommensurability, can be implemented by using social 
multi-criteria evaluation.

No mathematical model, even if  legitimate in its own terms, can be sufficient for a 
complete analysis of  the reflexive properties of  a real-world problem. Results of  a real-
world policy exercise depend strongly on the way a given problem is structured during the 
evaluation process obviously, but mathematical models play a very important role: the one 
of  guaranteeing consistency between assumptions used and results obtained. This implies to 
take into account the technical uncertainties properly; consequently, this article has presented 
a mathematical aggregation convention useful for the solution of  the so-called discrete 
multi-criterion problem in a SMCE context. This mathematical aggregation procedure is 
a “reasonable” approach based on theoretical and empirical grounds, all of  them made 
explicit and thus easy to evaluate in relation with a particular use.

Throughout the whole pair-wise comparison step, it is guaranteed that ordinal, crisp, 
stochastic and fuzzy criterion scores are tackled equivalently. To deal with the lack of  stabil-
ity of  the pseudo-order structure, valued preference relations modelled by means of  fuzzy 
preference relations are introduced. Weights are never combined with intensities of  prefer-
ence, as a consequence the theoretical guarantee they are importance coefficients exists. The 
pair-wise comparisons can be synthesised in an outranking matrix, which can be interpreted 
as a voting matrix. The information contained in the voting matrix is exploited to rank 
all alternatives in a complete pre-order by using a Condorcet consistent rule. Consistently 
with the normative tradition in political philosophy and following the prudence axiom, the 
minority principle is introduced by means of  a veto power, grounded on the original Borda 
approach implemented by using a frequency matrix.
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